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ACCRETION ONTO REGULAR MAGNETIC BLACK HOLE IN

NON-MINIMAL EINSTEIN-YANG-MILLS THEORY
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Abstract. In this work, we investigate the process of accretion for static

spherical symmetric geometries for isotropic fluid. For analyze this process
we use the nonminimal magnetically charged regular black holes. For this
purpose, we obtain generalized expressions for the accretion rate Ṁ , critical
radius rs, critical speed v2

s
and squared sound speed c2

s
during the accretion

process near the regular black holes. Finally, we study the behavior of radial
velocity, energy density and rate of change of mass for each regular black
hole by plotting graph.
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1. Introduction

The expansion of universe is the biggest discovery in cosmology in the epoch of
20th and 21st centuries [1, 2, 3]. Self-reliant evidence about the expansion of
universe has been retrieved from Supernova type-Ia observation and large scale
structure. Due to this expansion some matter produces with negative pressure as
well as positive energy density [4, 5, 6, 7]. This matter is known as dark energy
(DE) and its problem analyzed in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The source of DE remains
unfamiliar: the word ’dark’ describes as it is not noticed in any observation other
than gravitational measurements, and ’energy’ means that this type of matter
has an energy-momentum tensor.
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Furthermore, the nature of DE represented by density (̺) and pressure (p). For
this, we write a ratio ω = p

̺
also noted as equation of state (EoS). Dark energy

has anti-gravitational properties and its contribution is 74 percent of universe
amount. Cosmological constant Λ with EoS parameter ω = −1 is the model of
DE which is observationally perfect. But it undergoes two cosmological prob-
lems i) Fine-tuning problem: The value of DE density estimated by theoretical
expectation is different to observed value, ii) Coincidence problem: The order
of DE density and dark matter energy density is same [13]. To overcome the
above problems, other suggested model of DE is quintessence with the range
(−1 < ω < 1) [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. By modern observational data DE also repre-
sented as phantom energy with ω < −1 [19, 20], K-essence, tachyons, chaplygin
gas, etc. are also candidate of DE [21, 22, 23].
Among many predictions of general relativity (GR), the prediction of BHs is
most prominent. The propensity of BHs to accrete is important consequence and
so different aspects analyzed of accretion onto BHs [24]. Some astrophysicists
define the accretion as the inflow of matter toward the center of object where
the gravitational forces are very strong or move toward center of mass. First
time the process of accretion onto compact objects studied by Bondi [25] within
the Newtonian framework. Michel retrieved the same problem for relativistic
results [26]. He analyzed the accretion onto Schwarzschlid BH in the context of
GR and many researcher showed keen interest on his work [27, 28]. The process
of accretion related to a charged BHs were investigated by [29, 30, 31].
Rodrigues and Bernardiniz [32] reviewed the effect of scalar field onto Schwarz-
schlid BH which cause the change in mass of BH. Accretion of DE onto static
BH has been analyzed by Kim et al. [33]. The framework of accretion onto mod-
ified Hayward BH represented by Debnath [34]. Accretion onto 3-dimensional
BHs which bring up in theory of Einstein-Power-Maxwell investigated by Abbas
[35]. Mart́in-Moruno et al. work out the accretion for non-static metric onto
model given by Babichev-Dokuchaev-Eroshenko [36]. Many people have also in-
vestigated the accretion formalism of DE onto different types of BHs [37, 38, 39].
Recently, Azam and Aqra discussed the accretion onto the Magnetically Charged
Regular Black Hole [40].
In this work, we have used the formalism of accretion onto nonminimal mag-
netically charged BH, which has been analyzed by Bahamonde and Jamil [41]
for regular BHs. We analyzed the consequences of regular BH mass for different
values ω. This paper is organized as: In section 2, we develop the general for-
malism of accretion for selected BH. In section 3, We calculate the expression
of velocity profile (v(r)), energy density (̺(r)) and rate of change regular BH

mass (Ṁ) and analyzed their behavior near the BH by plotting graph. Finally,
we conclude the results in the last section.
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2. Formalism for accretion

The nonminimal Einstien-Yang-Mills theory is described by the action

SNMEYM =

∫

d4x
√−g

[

R+ 2Λ

8π
+

1

2
F

(a)
ij F ij(a) +

1

2
R

ijlmF
(a)
ij F

(a)
lm

]

, (1)

where g, R, Λ and 8π are the det(gij), Ricci scalar, cosmological constant and
coupling constant respectively, Rijlm is nonminimal susceptibility tensor defined
by

R
ijlm =

q1

2
R
(

gilgjm − gimgjl
)

+
q2

2
R
(

Rilgjm −Rimgjl +Rjmgil −Rjlgim
)

+q3R
ijlm,

where, Ril is Ricci tensor, Rijlm is Riemann tensor and q1, q2, q3 are the phe-
nomenological parameters representing the nonminimal coupling of the gravita-
tional field with Yang-Mills field.
The solution of field equations by variation of the action (1) yields static spher-
ically symmetric space-time

ds2 = −A(r)dt2 +A−1(r)dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2, (2)

where

A(r) = 1 +

(

r4

r4 + 2Q2
mq

)(−2M

r
+

Q2
m

r2
− Λr2

3

)

,

here q, Qm and M are nonminimal parameter, magnetic charge and mass of
object respectively. The energy-momentum tensor for perfect fluid is defined by

T ηγ = (̺+ p)vηvγ + pgηγ , (3)

where ̺ is density, p is the pressure of fluid and vη is four-velocity vector defined
as vη = dxη

ds
= (v0, v1, 0, 0) satisfy the normalization condition vηv

η = −1 yields

v0 =
√

(v1)2+A(r)
A2(r) and letting the radial velocity v1 = v, we have v0 = g00v

0 =

−
√

v2 +A(r). From Eq.(3), we obtain T 1
0 = (̺ + p)v0v. The time component

of energy-momentum conservation law gives d
dr
(T 1

0

√−g) = 0, which leads to

r2v(̺+ p)[v2 +A(r)]
1

2 = B1, (4)

here B1 is constant of integration. The conservation of Eq. (3) onto fluid four-
velocity i.e., vηT

ηγ
;γ = 0, implies relativistic energy flux equation

vη̺,η + (̺+ p)vη;η = 0,

which leads to

vr2exp

[
∫ ̺h

̺∞

d̺

̺+ p

]

= B. (5)

Using Eqs. (4) and (5), we have

(̺+ p)[v2 +A(r)]
1

2 exp

[

−
∫ ̺h

̺∞

d̺

̺+ p

]

= B2, (6)
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where B2 = B1

B
. Moreover, the mass flux equation of fluid (Jη

;η = 0), yields

̺vr2 = B3, (7)

where B3 = C1

sin θ
. Substituting Eq. (7) in (4), we obtain

(̺+ p)

̺
[v2 +A(r)]

1

2 = B4. (8)

Differentiating Eqs. (7) and (8), we have

[

U2 − v2

v2 +A(r)

]

dv

v
+

[

2U2 − rA′(r)

2(v2 + A(r))

]

dr

r
= 0, (9)

where, U2 = d ln(̺+p)
d ln ̺

− 1. From Eq.(9), equating coefficients of dv
v

and dr
r

equal

to zero, we obtain the velocities of the fluid flow at the critical point rc

U2
c =

v2c
v2c +A(rc)

, (10)

and

4U2
c

rc
=

A′(rc)

v2c +A(rc)
. (11)

Here, vc represent the critical speed of flow at rc. The expression for quantities
U2
c and v2c can be obtained from above equations

v2c =
1

4
rcA

′(rc), (12)

U2
c =

rcA
′(rc)

rcA′(rc) + 4A(rc)
. (13)

The speed of sound is

dp

d̺
|r=rc = c2s = B4

√

1

v2c +A(rc)
− 1. (14)

Moreover, the rate of change of the mass of BH is defined as [34]

Ṁacc = 4πB3M
2(̺+ p), (15)

here dot serve as the derivative of mass with respect to time. The above equation
shows that rate of change of BH mass purely depend on the matter distribution
which accretes upon the black hole. The positivity and negativity of (̺+ p) de-
scribes the increase and decrease in mass of BH. It is shown that during accretion
mechanism outside the BH mass will increase, while in Hawking radiation BH
mass decreases for fluid like phantom dark energy [41].
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3. Nonminimal Magnetically Charged RBH

In this section, we apply the formalism accretion onto BH develop in the above
section to RBH. The velocity and energy density of fluid flow can be obtain with
Eqs. (4) and (7) in the scenario of barotropic EoS (p(r) = ω̺(r))

v(r) =

[

−A(r)(ω + 1)2 +B2
4

]
1

2

ω + 1
, (16)

and

̺(r) =
B3(ω + 1)

r2 [−A(r)(ω + 1)2 +B2
4 ]

1

2

. (17)

Now, the rate of change of RBH mass for a barotropic fluid with Eqs. (15) and
(17) in the accretion process turns out to be

Ṁ =
4πB4B

2
3(ω + 1)

r2 [−A(r)(ω + 1)2 +B2
4 ]

1

2

. (18)

Now, we plot the graph for above expression to analyze behavior of fluid near
the BH. Figure 1 shows the velocity profile for different values of ω. The value of
ω represent the various models of DE such that for cosmological constant ω = 1,
dust ω = 0, stiff ω = −1, phantom energy ω < −1 and quintessence −1 < ω < 1.
It is noted that the behavior of velocity is similar to those reported in [41, 42].
Also, we have found that velocity is positive for ω ≥ −0.5 and negative for phan-
tom energy (ω < −1). The rest position of fluid depends upon the value of Λ
and it would be changed for different values of Λ. For instance, fluid attain its
rest position at x = 5 for Λ = −0.05.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of energy density of fluid near the BH for electing
different values of ω. It shows that energy density is negative for ω = −1.5
and ω = −2 and positive for other values of ω. It approaches to zero (̺ → 0)
at infinity, while due to strong gravitational interaction approach to maximum
near the BH.
Figure 3 shows the rate of change of RBH mass for different value of ω. In this
case, the profile of accreting mass of nonminimal RBH is similar to the profile
for charged BH in string theory [41], which shows that the mass of RBH as a
result of accretion of dust, stiff and quintessence matter increases and reverse
case will be occur for phantom energy.

4. Conclusions

We have discussed the accretion process for the non-minimal magnetically charged
RBH. We have followed same method as discussed in Bahamonde and Jamil [41]
and analyzed the behavior of different aspects of fluid flow (velocity, energy

density and accretion rate Ṁ) near the BH. Moreover, we considered all type
of fluid satisfy the EoS with obvious value of ω. Also, we formulate the link
between energy-momentum conservation law and barotropic EoS. Furthermore,
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Figure 1. Velocity profile of fluid against x = r
M

for B4 =
0.5, q = 1.5, Qm = 0.5, Λ = −0.05 and various value of ω

i.e., -2(Green), -1.5(Red), -0.5(Purple), 0(Black), 0.5(Yellow),
1(Orange) for the magnetically charged BH.
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Figure 2. Energy density of fluid against x = r
M

for B3 = 1,
B4 = 0.5, q = 1.5, Qm = 0.5, Λ = 0.01 and various value of ω
i.e., -2(Green), -1.5(Red), -0.5(Purple), 0(Black), 0.5(Yellow),
1(Orange) for the magnetically charged BH.

the EoS classify which sort of fluid is tumbling onto BH. In peculiar, we do not
deal with cosmological constant because the expansion of BHs do not effected by
its accretion. Thus, we concentrate on other candidate of DE. These candidate
of DE cause the negative or positive behavior of energy density near the BH. It
can be analyzed by plotting rate of change of RBH mass that the mass of BH
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Figure 3. Rate of change of RBH mass against x = r
M

for
B3 = 1, B4 = 0.5, q = 1, Qm = 1.5, Λ = 0.5 and various value of
ω i.e., -2(Green), -1.5(Red), -0.5(Purple), 0(Black), 0.5(Yellow),
1(Orange) for the magnetically charged BH.

decreases or increases due to dust and stiff or phantom like fluid respectively. In
future work, we will formulate same formalism for non static fluid.
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